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Abstract Probabilistic climate data have become available for the first time through the UK
Climate Projections 2009, so that the risk of change in tree growth can be quantified. We
assessed the drought risk spatially and temporally using drought probabilities calculated from
the weather generator data and tree species vulnerabilities using Ecological Site Classification
model across Britain. We evaluated the drought impact on the potential yield class of three
major tree species (Picea sitchensis, Pinus sylvestris, and Quercus robur), which cover around
59 % (400,700 ha) of state-managed forests, across the lowlands and uplands. We show that
drought impacts result mostly in reduced tree growth over the next 80 years when using B1,
A1B, and A1FI IPCC emissions scenarios, but varied spatially. We found a maximum
reduction of 94 % but also a maximum increase of 56 % in potential stand yield class in the
2080s from the baseline climate (1961–1990). Furthermore, potential production over the
state-managed forests for all three species in the 2080s is estimated to decrease due to drought
by 42 % in the lowlands and by 32 % in the uplands in comparison to the baseline climate. Our
results reveal that potential tree growth and forest production on the state-managed forests in
Britain is likely to reduce, and indicate where and when adaptation measures are required.
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Moreover, this paper demonstrates the value of probabilistic climate projections for an
important economic and environmental sector.

1 Introduction

Drought has resulted in high forest mortality (Allen et al. 2010; van Mantgem et al. 2009) and
has reduced tree productivity in Europe (Ciais et al. 2005). With a projected shift in the
seasonal distribution of rainfall, and warmer and drier summers in Britain due to climate
change (Murphy et al. 2009) we expect an increase in drought impacts reducing tree growth
for many species (Read et al. 2009). However, the inherent uncertainty about climate change
and its impacts have been a limiting factor for impact studies (Lindner et al. 2010; Naylor et al.
2007). The need for quantification of climate change uncertainty expressed as probabilities of
impacts have been recognized for policy advice and risk management (Kunreuther et al. 2013).
Since 2009, subjective probabilities representing climate change uncertainty have become
available from the fifth generation UK Climate Projections (UKCP09) (Murphy et al. 2009). In
a risk assessment these probabilities for climate variables can represent the likelihood of
occurrence of natural hazards like drought. The second part of the risk assessment deals with
the vulnerability of a system to the hazard (Turner et al. 2003) such as the response of tree
growth to drought.

Few studies have investigated climate change impacts on tree growth in Britain
(Broadmeadow et al. 2005; Proe et al. 1996). Impacts on tree growth have been estimated
with an empirical non-linear model for Sitka spruce in Scotland (Proe et al. 1996), and with a
knowledge-based model for oak, beech, and ash across Britain (Broadmeadow et al. 2005).
These models demonstrated inter alia growth rates increase for Sitka spruce between 2.4 and
2.8 m3 ha−1 year−1 for each 1 °C warming, but also variable tree growth depending on the
location and the drought index. However, these studies used deterministic climate data – i.e.
used a single climate projection, and therefore omitted uncertainty in climate modelling, and
offered limited information about climate change impacts over time.

Uncertainty is a salient component of a risk assessment: a process of identification and
evaluation of risks (Willows and Connell 2003). Uncertainty, defined as an incomplete
understanding of a system to be managed (Brugnach et al. 2008) limits our knowledge about
potential drought impacts and its probability of occurrence. Quantified uncertainty handles risk
as a combination of the “true” probability of a natural hazard and its impacts (Blaikie 1994).
Future risk has been difficult to assess in forestry due to the lack of information about the
probability of natural hazards (Gadow 2000). In risk assessments however, analysts deal with
two types of uncertainty: epistemic – associated with limited knowledge - and stochastic –
associated with variability (Suter et al. 1987; Walker et al. 2003). Although it is possible to
reduce epistemic uncertainty with new knowledge and a better understanding of the system
acquired from new research, additional research cannot reduce stochastic uncertainty (Walker
et al. 2003). Fortunately, the UKCP09 climate change projections quantify uncertainty into
probabilities allowing development of a new type of risk assessment. Simulation of a large
number of ensembles with the Met Office HadCM3 model and twelve international climate
models used in the IPCC 4th Assessment Report allowed UKCP09 to quantify subjective
probabilities representing uncertainty in modelling and natural climate variability (Murphy
et al. 2009). We extend these probabilities to define spatial and temporal uncertainty as a
variation in climate over space and over time, respectively. Consequently, quantification of
epistemic and stochastic uncertainty into probabilities within the UKP09 projections has
enabled us to assess the future drought risk to forests.
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Our main question is how spatial and temporal climate change uncertainty affects the
drought risk of tree growth for three major species across Britain. The consequent research
objective is to assess drought risk on the public forest estate for the conifer species Sitka spruce
(Picea sitchensis) and Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris), and the broadleaf species pedunculate oak
(Quercus robur). These species cover 692,000 ha (spruce), 227,000 ha (pine), and 223,000 ha
(oak pedunculate and sessile) from all woodlands, from which we analysed 59 % (400,700 ha)
on the public forest estate (Forestry Commission 2012). For the risk assessment we used
climate data from the UKCP09 Weather Generator (Jones et al. 2009) for the baseline (1961–
1990) and the seven future 30 year time periods representing the 2020s to the 2080s. Drought
conditions correspond to moisture deficit, when potential-evapotranspiration is higher than
precipitation. To calculate drought’s probability we used probabilistic climate data and to
calculate tree vulnerability represented by predicted yield classes (YC) we used the Ecological
Site Classification (ESC) knowledge-based model (Broadmeadow et al. 2005). Yield class
represents the maximum achievable average rate of volume increment. The total potential yield
class change is our drought risk measure calculated as accumulated multiplications of different
degrees of drought with associated vulnerabilities, following a risk calculation method by
Smith (1992). Only drought was evaluated without considering, for example, edaphic factors
of soil wetness and fertility important for tree growth due to the lack of data. Finally, we
stratified forests into lowland and upland sites because of different rates of tree growth in
different climate zones for which we spatially and randomly sampled climate data.

1.1 Risk assessment

For our drought risk assessment we followed a “top-down” approach introduced by Dessai and
Hulme (2004), which proposed first to estimate the future climate with climate models and
then to assess the physical vulnerability, in our case for trees, to known baseline climate
conditions with impact models. Our innovation in the risk assessment is the combination of
different future drought subjective probabilities from UKCP09 and tree vulnerability derived
from the Ecological Site Classification model.

The first part of our risk assessment is hazard, which has a certain probability. The
complexity of estimating the probability of the future climatic conditions has been recognized
in many studies (Dessai and Hulme 2004; Mastrandrea and Schneider 2004; Schneider 2001).
Although we cannot have true probabilities, i.e. measured frequencies, as these studies
suggested we can calculate subjective or conditional probabilities with a Bayesian probability
framework (Dessai and Hulme 2004; Schneider 2001). This Bayesian approach led to the
probabilistic UKCP09 climate change projections, which offer subjective probabilities of
climate variables within the current knowledge bounds of the climate system (Murphy et al.
2009). Data from the UKCP09 projections have allowed us to create drought probability
curves as empirical cumulative distribution functions (ECDF) using only moisture deficit
values. The ECDF curves represent drought probabilities for the future time periods, for a
range of emissions scenarios, and for different locations across Britain. To assess and compare
drought risk across different plausible futures we used the available SRES emissions scenarios
of B1, A1B, and A1FI (Nakicenovic et al. 2000).

The second part of our risk assessment is physical vulnerability, which defined how trees
respond to external factors such as drought. One approach for defining vulnerability is to
choose a critical threshold as a deterministic value (Jones 2001) which has been used for
example in a risk assessment of rice production (Naylor et al. 2007). Its limitation is in
evaluating and precisely defining the critical value while omitting responses of the system to
other degrees of exposure. By contrast, the second approach uses the range of possible impacts
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known as loss functions or ratios (Kerns and Ager 2007) or vulnerability curves (Papathoma-
Köhle et al. 2012). These curves define the response of the system to degrees of impact, in our
case tree growth across the range of drought levels. We developed vulnerability curves of the
growth response of three tree species to different levels of drought using observed drought
conditions across Britain in the baseline climate (1961–1990). These curves describe the
relationship between drought – represented by moisture deficit index - and predicted stand
yield class, where yield predictions were used from the Ecological Site Classification model
(Broadmeadow et al. 2005). We assumed the same relationship between the moisture deficit
index and the stand yield class in the baseline will persist into the future, as Williams et al.
(2010) have shown in the US.

2 Material and methods

2.1 Data collection

Baseline climate (1961–1990) data were available from the Ecological Site Classification
(ESC) model and the UKCP09. From the ESC model we used averages of annual accumulated
temperature (AT - sum of day degrees >5 °C) and moisture deficit (MD - drought index)
previously downscaled to 250 m across Britain. ESC originally used MD values calculated
from the Met Office MORECS dataset (Thompson et al. 1981) and AT values from the
Climatic Research Unit. The UKCP09 climate projections (Murphy et al. 2009) with the
Weather Generator (WG) simulated climate data at 5 km spatial resolution (Jones et al. 2009).
For the calculation of moisture deficit index we used precipitation [mm] and potential
evapotranspiration [mm/day] for grass (PET); with PET calculated by the Penman-Monteith
method (see (Jones et al. 2009)) which provides more accurate drought estimates than some
temperature based PET methods (Sheffield et al. 2012). The climate projections were available
for three greenhouse gas emissions scenarios equivalent to the IPCC SRES scenarios: low
(B1), medium (A1B), and high (A1FI); and seven overlapping 30 year time periods starting
from the 2020s (2010–2039) until the 2080s (2070–2099), in addition to the baseline (1961–
1990) period. We randomly sampled 100 runs from the 10,000 available model variant runs for
each emissions scenario and time period to obtain probabilistic data. The structure of each
climate data output was 100 runs across 30 years of daily values.

We designed a stratified random sampling experiment to spatially sample locations across
Britain with different climatic conditions. We randomly sampled one Weather Generator site
including at least one patch of public forest within two strata: (i) 100 km regular square grid
cells from the British National Grid, and (ii) the lowlands and uplands. This sampling allowed
an accurate depiction of the spatial changes in the stand yield class for spruce, pine, and oak.
There was a logistic constraint in gathering large volumes of climate data from the weather
generator hence we limited our selection to up to two weather generator sites per one 100 km
grid cell. We believe that weather generator sites at 5×5 km spatial resolution are represen-
tative of both lowland and upland forested areas within 100 km grid cells. Therefore, we
present outputs at a resolution of the 100 km grid. We used twenty-nine 100 km grid cells each
containing at least 25 % of landmass area, i.e. less than 75 % of water area. The lowlands and
the uplands were delineated by climate zones using AT and MD (Clark et al. 2010). The
lowlands consist of Warm Dry and Warm Moist climate zones and the uplands consist of
Warm Wet, Cool Wet, and Cool Moist climate zones defined by the ESC model (Fig. S1).
Using this definition, our northern upland areas are at the lower elevation than our southern
upland areas in Great Britain. The spatial extent of the uplands and the lowlands in Britain was
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similar to Clark et al. (2010). Our final sample consisted of 28WG sites in the lowlands and 23
WG sites in the uplands (Fig. S3 and Table S1).

2.2 Data analysis

2.2.1 Hazard assessment

For the hazard assessment, we calculated a single annual climatic moisture deficit index
(Zimmermann and Kienast 1999) as accumulation of positive monthly MD values, by
subtracting monthly precipitation values from monthly PET values. We developed a Python
script to automate calculation of MD values. Due to the differences between MD values used
in the ESC model and those calculated from the weather generator in the baseline period, we
developed a moisture index adjustment linear regression model using median MD values (see
Supplementary data). This linear regression model was parameterised using 100 runs and
30 years of WG data and 400 MD values from the ESC model (at 250 m resolution) covering
all 51 WG sites. We adjusted WG MD values within the regression model limits when values
were below 205 mm. Next, we computed MD values for all WG sites 3,000 times - consisting
of 100 runs for each 30 years of MD values - for the baseline and seven time periods, and for
three emissions scenarios, similar to the approach by Oven et al. (2012). Finally, we con-
structed an empirical cumulative distribution function (ECDF) from 3,000 MD values to
estimate MD subjective probabilities.

2.2.2 Vulnerability assessment

For the vulnerability assessment, we created vulnerability curves for spruce, pine, and oak by
combining the calculated potential stand yield class and the ESC moisture deficit in the
baseline climate, which described the growth response of a tree to drought conditions
(Fig. S4). Using MD and accumulated temperature values we calculated the stand yield class
as a multiplication of maximum potential achievable yield class in Britain (spruce = 28, pine =
16, and oak = 8 (m3 ha−1 year−1)) and adjustment factors for ATandMD based on the response
function of each tree species using the ESC model at 250 m spatial resolution. In this
calculation for the baseline climate, we used warmth and moisture deficit to get a realistic
estimation of the stand yield class in British conditions. Next, we plotted the 3.545 million
points – each at 250 m spatial resolution - for the estimated stand yield classes and MD values
and calculated average and standard deviation for each stand yield class across 10 mm MD
discrete intervals, and with error bars showing standard deviations representing the variability
caused by AT values (see Fig. S4). In the final step we fitted a cubic function between average
stand yield classes and moisture deficit values across the 10 mm MD discrete intervals for
spruce, pine, and oak to obtain vulnerability equations for each tree in the baseline climate (See
Dataset S2).

2.2.3 Risk assessment

The risk assessment combines hazard and vulnerability, for which we calculated drought risk
as a multiplication of drought level probabilities and tree species vulnerabilities. We extracted
moisture deficit probabilities from the 100 equally distributed bins – discrete class intervals -
across the empirical cumulative distribution function curves, for the baseline and each
emissions scenario in the future time periods. The probability of each discrete class was
defined by subtracting the lower from the higher partial probability from the two class
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boundaries. For a reference point in the baseline we calculated the potential stand yield class
for the median MD value for each WG site using the stand yield class estimation equation. To
calculate vulnerability, we computed the stand yield class using the stand yield class estimation
equation and assigned it to each MD class centroid. The estimated future stand yield class was
subtracted from the baseline stand yield class - reference point - which gave us the stand yield
class change for each MD class. We calculated partial risk values for each of the 100 MD
classes by multiplying the probability of the MD class with the corresponding stand yield class
change value. The final total potential stand yield class change, either positive or negative,
from the baseline into the future was calculated as a sum of the 100 partial risk values (more
details in Supplementary data). In addition, we calculated the future stand yield class as a
relative change from the baseline stand yield class. The processing steps for the drought risk
assessment are in the R script (Dataset S1) and the drought risk outputs for all WG sites are in
(Dataset S2).

2.2.4 Forest production estimation

To assess the impact of drought risk, we calculated the total potential forest production of the
public forest estate, now and in to the future, for each 100 km grid cell, and separately for the
lowlands and uplands. We used the public forest estate dataset (http://www.forestry.gov.uk/
datadownload) including information about tree species, stand area, and yield class, to
calculate the baseline forest production (m3 year−1) as a multiplication of the yield class by
the stand area. For the future, we calculated the potential stand yield class as a multiplication of
the baseline stand yield class with the relative stand yield class change value for lowland or
upland sites attributed to each 100 km grid cell. The future forest production was then
calculated as the product of the adjusted future stand yield class value by the current stand
area. It was not possible to validate the stand yield class for each species due to the lack of
observed data, therefore our calculation of future forest production is conservative with using
relative stand yield class change values.

We performed all analyses in R statistical software (R Development Core Team 2012) and
used the lattice package for visualization (Sarkar 2008).

3 Results

Drought risk of the future potential stand yield class for all 28 lowland and 23 upland sites
using the Weather Generator squares is summarized in Fig. 1. As the stand rotation length for
spruce is around 50 years in Britain, we selected the 2050s from the seven time periods in
Fig. 1. For instance, in the lowlands and for the medium A1B emissions scenario we see a
greater reduction of the median stand yield class for spruce from 22.3 to 12.4 m3 ha−1 year−1

and a smaller reduction for pine and oak from 15.7 to 13.7 m3 ha−1 year−1 and 7.3 to
5.7 m3 ha−1 year−1, respectively. On the other hand, in the uplands and for the same emissions
scenario we see a smaller reduction in the median stand yield class for spruce from 23.7 to
20.4 m3 ha−1 year−1 and an increase for pine and oak from 14.3 to 15.1 m3 ha−1 year−1 and 5.2
to 6.5 m3 ha−1 year−1, respectively. In the future, drought conditions may cause a larger
reduction in the stand yield class in the lowlands and a smaller reduction or even an increase in
the uplands, making the uplands more suitable for the future forest production under all
emissions scenarios.

From the summary statistics of the predicted potential stand yield classes we turn to the
spatial and temporal drought risk assessment within 100 km grid cells. Each grid cell
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represents results for one weather generator square for forests either in the lowlands or
uplands. The drought risk across Britain will lead to a reduction of the stand yield class
depending on the species, emissions scenario, and the location. In the lowlands, drought
impacts reduced the stand yield class by up to 94 % in south-east Britain, whereas the
drought conditions had a positive impact on yield class with an increase up to 42 % in
west and north-west Britain across three emissions scenarios in the 2050s and 2080s
(Fig. 2). In north-east Britain, on higher spruce yield class sites in the baseline, a smaller
predicted stand yield class reduction was predicted until the 2080s, resulting in more
resilient spruce stands to drought than in other parts of Britain, except for the west.
Conversely, on higher pine and oak yield class sites in the baseline period in east and
south-east Britain, predicted higher stand yield class reduction making such stands less
resilient to drought than in other locations.

In the uplands, the drought impacts reduced the potential stand yield class by up to
64 % in the east of Britain. Drought conditions may be less extreme in the west of
Britain, and our results show an increase in the stand yield class by up to 56 % across the
three emissions scenarios in both the 2050s and 2080s (Fig. 3). The higher future decline
in spruce yield class will be on sites with current estimated high yield, making stands
less resilient to drought in the future. By contrast, increased pine and oak stand yield
class, especially on sites with current low yield, suggests these stands will be more
resilient to drought in the future. Due to the lower pine and oak yield class values in the
baseline, the predicted small relative increase in yield class will be small in absolute
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growth terms. The predicted relative yield class changes for all species, for the seven
time periods from the 2020s to the 2080s, and for both the lowlands and uplands are
shown in (Fig. S6 – Fig. S8).

We extrapolated the projected drought effects to predict the potential future forest produc-
tion for the public forest estate in Britain. The total potential production for spruce, pine, and
oak stands is predicted to decrease over the next 80 years. The biggest negative drought effect
on forest production was for the A1FI emissions scenario in the 2080s, which is not surprising
as A1FI scenario estimates the greatest temperature increase resulting in drier climatic
conditions. In the lowlands, the biggest reduction of 74 % in relative forest production from
the baseline was for oak (Fig. 4). In absolute terms, the largest reduction in forest production of
570*103 (m3 year−1) (equivalent to 39 % reduction) was for spruce. In the uplands, on the
other hand, the largest reduction in forest production in absolute terms was 987*103

(m3 year−1) (equivalent to 35 % reduction) for spruce, but there was also an 18 % increase
for oak in the A1B emissions scenario in the 2060s. Due to higher forest production in the
uplands, the largest absolute reduction of 987*103 (m3 year−1) was for spruce, almost twice the
production than in the lowlands. The combined total loss in forest production for stands of
spruce, pine, and oak across the public forest estate was predicted to be larger in the uplands
(515 to 1,028*103 m3 year−1) than in the lowlands (432 to 729*103 m3 year−1) for the B1 and
A1FI emissions scenarios in the 2080s. The reason for greater future forest production losses in
the uplands is mainly due to higher forest productivity over a larger forest area, despite being
less affected by drought and having better climatic conditions for growth than in the lowlands.
For more details on baseline forest production within 100 km grid cells for spruce, pine, and
oak see maps (Fig. S5).

Fig. 2 Changes in the lowlands of relative stand yield classes (%) from the baseline to the future (2050s and
2080s) due to drought conditions for Sitka spruce, Scots pine, and pedunculate oak for emissions scenarios (B1,
A1B, A1FI). Red indicates a reduction and green indicates an increase in the predicted stand yield class
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4 Discussion and conclusions

Our drought risk assessment reveals a high likelihood mainly of future potential reduction in
tree growth for the three major species in Britain. The assessment does not consider among
others soil water content and soil available water capacity at each site, which may reduce the
impacts of drought on tree growth, and so we describe our findings as a potential reduction in
tree growth. For example, increased drought conditions and consequent drier soils have caused
higher tree mortality on Pinus edulis in south-western US (Breshears et al. 2005) on drier sites
following a very severe drought in 2002–2003.

Depending on location, time period, and the future emissions scenario, increased drought
conditions will exert different impacts on the total potential stand yield class for spruce, pine,
and oak. With respect to location, we predict growth reduction of up to 94 % for total stand
yield class in the lowlands and as much as a 64 % reduction in the uplands mainly across
south-east and east Britain in the 2080s (Figs. 2 and 3). In addition, our results demonstrate
spruce being more drought sensitive compared with pine and oak, with a median stand
yield class reduction of 44 % from the baseline in the lowlands in the 2050s (Fig. 1). For
oak, our results show a 13 % reduction of the median stand yield class in the 2050s
(Fig. 1) similar to a study (Broadmeadow et al. 2005) which incorporated additional
limiting factors to tree growth and used previous non-probabilistic UK climate change
projections (UKCIP2002). A study of drought impacts in the US showed a 25 % reduction
in yield from pine plantations by 2100 (Battles et al. 2007). With respect to time periods,
we found a large yield class reduction of up to 89 % in the 2050s and even higher
reductions up to 94 % by the 2080s. In contrast, previous studies mostly evaluated impacts
only for one time period e.g. 2050–2099 (Williams et al. 2010) or over three time periods
(Battles et al. 2007). With respect to the emissions scenarios, our results emphasise
increased changes in the drought risk particularly after the 2050s in accordance with
higher emissions scenario uncertainty (Meehl et al. 2007; Murphy et al. 2009). We
conclude that our new spatial and temporal assessment of drought risk across Britain will
provide valuable forest management information for medium to long-term climate change
adaptation.

We predicted potential forest production losses due to drought conditions on the public
forest estate, considering forest location, tree area of forest, tree species, and changes in
potential tree growth. However, the predicted production volumes omitted the effects of
the changing species age distribution. Spruce, the species with the largest forest area and
being more sensitive to drought, contributed to combined forest production losses by 78 %
and 96 %, respectively, resulting in overall forest production loss of 42 % in the lowlands
and 32 % in the uplands from the baseline to the 2080s for the A1FI emissions scenario.
This finding is similar to the evidence from the US (Williams et al. 2010), which reported
mean tree growth reductions of 34 % in ponderosa pine due to a projected warmer and
drier climate for the A1B emissions scenario between 2050–2099, as well as to the
estimated 30 % reduction in forest productivity in Europe in 2003 due to the observed
extreme heat wave and drought (Ciais et al. 2005). Besides losses in forest production,
drought can also trigger higher tree mortality (Allen et al. 2010; van Mantgem et al. 2009)
and reduce trees productivity under elevated C02 levels (Warren et al. 2011), not investi-
gated in this study. Moreover, predicted drought impacts will result in more vulnerable
forests in the lowlands and uplands, and this concurs with the reduction of species range
especially for spruce by 2100 (Hanewinkel et al. 2012).

In our drought risk assessment the use of probabilistic climate data with the Ecological Site
Classification model allowed the investigation of spatial and temporal climate change
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uncertainty, and epistemic uncertainty or a limited knowledge relating to tree vulnerability and
climate projections. We are aware that the probabilistic climate change projections can give an
impression of “false” drought certainty. In fact, complete certainty is not achievable for an
open system such as climate change (Pielke 2001) since uncertainty in the form of recognized
or total ignorance remains (Walker et al. 2003). However, the probabilistic climate data
captures some of the recognized uncertainty from climate models within the current knowl-
edge bounds of the climate system. The degree of climate change uncertainty varies spatially
and increases through each decade up to the 2080s due to the different agreements about
climate parameters within climate models, as study by Mbogga et al. (2010) has also shown for
aspen habitat distribution. This uncertainty also affects drought risk, which in most cases
reduces the total stand yield class (Figs. 2 and 3) and forest production (Fig. 4) across Britain.
Different futures driven by plausible emissions scenarios also represent uncertainty (Walker
et al. 2003). At a site level, we found diverging drought risk estimates across emissions
scenarios after the 2050s (Fig. S6 – Fig. S8) as well as at the national level (Fig. 4) which is
supported by UKCP09 projections (Murphy et al. 2009) and global warming projections
(Meehl et al. 2007). Epistemic uncertainty as a limited knowledge about tree species response
to extreme drought remains high compared with better knowledge about average drought
impacts in British conditions. A recent study by Zimmermann et al. (2009) highlighted the
need for information about climate extremes that can improve our understanding of species
limits and support robust estimations of species distributions. Extreme droughts are more
damaging, affect forest productivity (Ciais et al. 2005), and are projected to become more
frequent in the future (Meehl and Tebaldi 2004). Uncertainty still remains a constraint for risk
assessments but its quantification as a subjective probability provides a better understanding of
drought risk.

The findings of this research can help forest managers at local and national levels to identify
and reduce drought risk to sustain timber production over the next 80 years. At a local level,
forest managers can incorporate information about trends from drought risk outputs at 5 km
spatial resolution into medium to long-term forest plans supporting climate change adaptation
measures such as species choice. These measures are mostly applied at a local level, where a
great need for risk and vulnerability assessments exists (Williams et al. 2010). At the national
level, our results enable forest managers to identify drought risk hotspots, using modelled
losses and gains of the potential stand yield class. Such a strategic application of the analysis
will help forest managers decide which species, when, and where - in the lowlands or in the
uplands - they may adapt forest management or expand woodlands with appropriate species
with more confidence. Furthermore, with respect to emissions scenarios, forest managers can
make similar decisions to the drought over the next 40 years, since drought risk for scenarios
diverges after the 2050s. Additionally, an aspiration exists to expand the woodland area in each
of the devolved countries of Britain, for example, in Scotland from 17 to 25 % by the second
half of 21st century (Forestry Commission Scotland 2006). Forest managers may establish
new forests preferably on upland sites which tend to be less drought sensitive compared with
lowlands sites, as our findings suggest. However, they must still consider factors such as forest
site conditions.

The combination of a tree’s vulnerability to drought and the drought probability with
probabilistic climate data offer a new and robust way to assess drought risk across Britain.
Probabilistic data reduce the epistemic uncertainty associated with drought risk, in contrast to
traditional single based climate models, but uncertainty still remains a challenge for the future
risk assessments. Future research should focus on a better understanding of tree species
response to extreme drought conditions; and on a drought risk assessment for other tree
species that may provide new alternatives for future sustainable forestry. Overall, our findings
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show that the west and north-west part of the Britain is much less sensitive to drought, and
hence forests can deliver more ecosystem goods and services and forest expansion should be
targeted in these areas.
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